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Comment:
If you are going to throw stones, you shouldn't live in a glass house.
First, you need to immediately remove the word "scam" in connection to the Penobscot Indian Nation. Your bitter diatribe does not need to include
them, they have done nothing wrong nor do they deserve this attack.
Now, let's start with the "secret" testimony of "Mr. House". His perjured testimony was completely discredited four years ago!! We were suing Mr
Brandon for embezzling over $660,000 when this joke of a hearing took place. He had attempted to blackmail us for another $250,000, threatening to
turn us into the IRS. Since we did nothing wrong, nor did we do any of the things he accused us of doing, we refused to pay the hush money he was
demanding. As a result, James was able to trick the incompetent, grandstanding Senator Shelby into including him as a witness in that sham hearing.
You should have watched the video, where he testified behind a screen with a voice modulator and two US Marshalls by his side. The hearing was
nothing but political grandstanding and if there was any truth to his accusations, I would have had a visit from the FBI by now. So, you need to remove
your libelous article here. For your information, I will seek damages, as I have now collected nearly a quarter million from Mr. Brandon so far. (We allow
him to make monthly payments. I won't be so generous with your "scam" blog.)
I don't have the time or patience to go line by line through every factual error and lie in your article. Let's just say, you need to remove it or bear the
consequences of your actions because you have made repeated "statements of fact" which are untrue and if you had done a shred of investigation, you
would know that. Also, you failed to tell everyone that I readily participated in your joke of an interview. If you actually cared about reporting the truth,
you would have simply asked me about the things you wrote about but since you never asked me a single question about AmeriDream and even acted
surprised when I told you I was the Founder of AmeriDream, it!s obvious that this is a hit piece written by an amateur hack.
Real and credible news organizations like, the Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Forbes and others have all investigated this to the nth degree and
they never reported the bullshit you are reporting because they found most of it to be gossip and innuendo which was completely untrue.
Incompetent and irresponsible armchair sleuths like you are why the internet is full of lies, half truths and down right bullshit. Fortunately, our judicial
system offers a way for me to seek recompense for the harmed caused by a fraud, such as you. Spend the money for a good lawyer because I use the
best and I am coming after you hard. I would have answered you truthfully on anything you could have asked me about but instead, you thought you
were being so slick with me. Now, you have reported a bunch of lies and factually false statements which have harmed me professionally and
personally.
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